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About This Game

Let us live

on this land so arid.

KARAKARA. It is the sound of aridity. It is the sound of dry asphalt and sandy winds. It is the sound of relentless sunshine, as
well as the sound of a withering race.

The "Age of Dusk." It is a time of senescence for the human species, during which hybrids known as the "Others"—those who
are human, yet not—exist in great numbers. On the windswept barrens of a land without moisture, a small gathering of people
make their living in a world they no longer know. Down a stretch of highway and far from the heart of the town are two such
people who run a small diner. To them, the circumstances that reshaped their world is of far less concern than the number of

lunch boxes they can load into their delivery vehicle. After all, leaving customers hungry is not good for business, and business
keeps them fed. Day after day, they occupy themselves with the endless work of their store. However, the comfortable

monotony of their daily lives is turned on its head when they discover a large suitcase by the roadside on their way home from
deliveries. Lying on the suitcase, unmoving, is a young girl with pink hair...

Though parched, they keep each other company,

and while hollow, they fill each other's voids.

So shall they live
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on this land so arid.
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Total scam, avoid! They took some old crappy bakery simulator and re-decorated it. Even left "bread" and "bakery" in some
places, were lazy to translate it properly, I guess. Interface is bad and confusing, engine is very outdated. They marked it as
"adult" game with "sexual content" and put a high price. There is nothing of it there.. A friend of mine bought this as a revenge
for a game that I gave him. As a university student learning Tourism and Leisure Management, this game was kind of fun and
insult. :D Even thought it was just 18 minutes I enjoyed it but wouldn't recommend it for that price, maybe if you want to prank
a friend or something.
(Loved the new Update with all those invisible achievements added...xD). It is a nice combination of Capitalism 2 + Industry
Empire\/Farming Giant.
Building on the cool things and leaving out the annoyances + a lot of new content, depth, interdependencies and great solutions.
Not to mention: it is a finished game, that runs and does what it should:)
Highly recommended for Tycoon Fans.
. "Purchase Tabletopia on Steam to gain full access to the service right now via your Steam client. "
"Tabletopia will be free-to-play after release."

I install and boot it up for the first time. I connect my steam account to their website, but it says I need an invite code. I click on
workshop and it says I need to purchase premium. I finally get it and try to play a game - any game. It keeps on saying I need to
pay more. After some more log in issues I finally switch from Chrome to Firefox, and download the latest Java and Unity Web
Player. I start loading a game, "Unexpected error". I try another one "The content was stopped because a fatal content error". I
try a few more games, as well as relogging in, and reloading my internet browser. Same errors and crashes.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. For every player there is that one game that you ended up buying when you were first introduced to steam. These games are the
ones that have ripped everyone off for their money and actually have no content what so ever. This is one of the games they
keep telling us that they're "working on." Save your money and your time by buying a different game cuz this one is a piece of
trash and steam should be ashamed of selling this on there store.. so one time i met this guy when iw as going to the meat
markert and i saw a day laborer so i seduced his wife and stole his rightful land

then i honormurdered him to maintain my respectability in the community which helped me meet the judge who i murdered
secretly and then had a kid

i was a hanging judge too and then i killed people for fun but then eventually became duke of the lands with my 4th wife and
her 2nd son

a day in the guild two life. The Stanley Parable without the repeated sections and Portal without the clever writing.
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Video of my first impressions and control issues: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eGIWUv9UhBE&feature=youtu.be

My playtime is so low because I could barely play this due to control issues:
The mouse does not lock onto the game screen, so once the mouse reaches the window edge you are unable to keep looking
around. The mouse is also visible the entire time you are playing and moving around.

I was unable to get my xbox controller to work even though there are control maps in the options.

Other than control issues, the game seemed interesting. I beat the first level and made it to the second.
The premise is that you need to destroy the MRSA virus with some kind of pill gun (left click), while simultaniously destroying
cholesterol with a lasor (right click). Graphics are not super fine, but I found them appealing. The second stange looked really
neat, so I'll give them that.

Audio is about average, with funny dialogue spoken every once in a while.

If the dev could fix the control issues, I would have been interested enough to play more. But as it stands (and at $10), I cannot
recommend.. A classic match 3 franchise that made up a majority of my childhood, I can always reccomend this entire series
(minus Luxor Mahjongg). In a sale it worth its price. It is a very cool and simple game with friends, or even alone. Graphics are
very good, the gameplay is awesome.. \udb40\udc21. loved the first one. and this one really is even better. the art is beautiful,
the concept is great and many handling improvements. looking forward to playing more.. You think you can beat me in 123?.
SPOILERS}
This is a korean animated flim setting in a korean seafood restaurant where one of our protagonist the female Mackeral is
captive trying to escape realizing shes in a tank full of fish canibals trying to survive eating other fish. The female mackeral
protagonist refuses to eat other fish but ends up eating the clown fishes. The master which is flatfish Who also is a protagonist
kills the dying fishes for other canibal fish to eat. Our first protagonist the Female makeral give's the flatfish protagonist hope to
leave the tank and in her final momments leaving up to a animated drawing/ singing scene shows the fishes of her the last
momment she has and the only hope for the flatfish to escape. The Flatfish protagonist manage to escape with the blade that was
stabed to the mackeral protagonist leaving him to the beautiful ocean and the ending of PADAK.

I rate this a 5 out of 5 for the animation, storyline, real experincing move showing the fishes point of view and whats it's like
being eaten by humans. THe movie's is trying to tell us life is not fair nature is cruel no matter what you do. You will be lucky or
you will be unlucky. This is one of the saddest movie's iv'e ever seen in my life. I recommende this to all viewers showing how
cruel life is and showing us humans what we have a better life compared to fishes forced to eat eachother and die. I hope this
movie will teach you the small things you won't feel in life.

This movie we get you to stop eating meat and start being vegan but right now is not the time. all the meat that is fished or
grinded is given to us to eat. Each waste we leave shows what little respect we have for these poor animal who died to keep us
alive. Take a momment to realize this is process everything and enjoy what little we have in life.

Enjoy the movie and thx for reading the whole Review!. I bought this pioneer too and I did not receive any item or extension of
the 30 days of platinum I had, I contacted the support most did not solve. Spoiled my fun.
R:After the attention of the company I got the bonus. And the game is very good! Congratulations for the game. Overall I have
to give a marginal thumbs-down for this software, even at the sale
price of 75% off. The chess games database itself is good, and the analysis features
are nice, so these may make the purchase worthwhile to you, but there are a lot of
things missing for this to be considered a "Pro" version, for example no endgame
tablebases are included, you have to download them from either here
https:\/\/chess.cygnitec.com\/tablebases\/ or via a torrent listed here
http:\/\/oics.olympuschess.com\/tracker\/
uncompress them and configure them yourself in the File -> Options -> Tablebases.

Remember that this is in the "SOFTWARE" category under your LIBRARY menu,
not in the "GAMES" category. If you don't realize this, you might waste some time
trying to find "ChessBase 13 Pro" after you've installed it.
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The developer doesn't appear to have put much thought into this Steam release.
For example, the Steam installer doesn't install the Mega 2016 database for you.

You need to go into "ChessBase 13 Pro - Properties"
and click on the "BROWSE LOCAL FILES..." button and inside there you'll find
a directory called "Mega2016_Database_Setup" and inside that directory there's
an installer application called "SetupMega2016" click on this to install it, and it'll
complete with this message:
  "Mega Database 2016 has been installed on your computer."
After that, the database will appear as a new icon in the "Home" tab's
"My Databases" pane, alongside the "Big Database 2014" icon.
If you don't do this, you'd be missing around 673,854 games, which is
kinda a lot considering you only get around thirty thousand games for
each of your hard-earned dollars!
The "Mega Database 2016" contains 6,466,288 games.
The "Big Database 2014" contains 5,792,434 games.

It's not clear how the developer intends to supply updates to the game database,
as there is no DLC for this software. Perhaps they expect the Steam Community
to update their game databases manually from public sources such as The World in Chess?
But doing that would seem quite labor-intensive.

The developer would have had a much more favorable review if they allowed the
Steam Community to update the game database over time,
considering that many other Steam products are constantly being updated by
their developers.

There is a manual provided for this extremely complex (yet
very useful) database software product. To find the manual for this
specific version, you can go into "ChessBase 13 Pro - Properties" and
click on the "BROWSE LOCAL FILES..." button and inside there you'll find
a directory called "Manual" and you'll find a PDF file called "eng"
which is the manual for ChessBase 13 Pro.

Getting the software working with the DGT eBoard isn't obvious to newcomers,
yet it's the first thing you'll want to do when deciding whether to keep the product,
since you need to check whether it works properly or not (the Fritz 14 software on
Steam was glitchy for me with the DGT board, whereas ChessBase 13 works well).

To configure the DGT eBoard, you need to go to the "Board" tab and make sure
that the DGT board checkbox is clicked. Unfortunately, the "Board" tab disappears
if you start clicking around on any of the functionality, so be careful when you first
open the program and look for the "Board" tab and click the DGT checkbox first.

You apparently have to click the DGT checkbox EVERY TIME YOU START THE SOFTWARE!!
This is quite bizarre, something so fundamental as an external USB interface should be a
savable setting, not something you have to hunt for in the bizarre tabbed menu system
each time you start the program.

To setup a position using the DGT eBoard, you have to remove BOTH of the kings from
the board and place them both back again, placing back last the king of the color whose
move it is to play (otherwise the analysis will start analysing based on thinking the opposite
side gets to move. The software doesn't even prompt you to ask if you made a mistake in
the setup, which seems very silly when the analysis can see very well that the best move
is something like a checkmate in a small number of moves -- why would a human need to
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run an analysis on a position like that, shouldn't the software prompt to ask if the move
belongs to the other side, before spending all the CPU time to perform in-depth analysis?)

Setting up a position on the DGT eBoard (e.g. the position shown on page 12
of the book "Understanding the Modern Defence" by David Norwood) and then
attempting to search for this position in the database using the
  "Home" -> Double-click on the "Mega Database 2016" ->
  "Filter List" -> "Position" tab -> "Copy board" button -> OK
it fails to find the position unless you remember to change the value of "Last" to a
higher value such as 300. The same thing happens without the DGT eBoard
if you use the "File" -> "New" -> "Position set up" menu to set up the position.
If you use "File" -> "New" -> "New board in database" and enter each of
the moves all the way up to the same position in the game that actually is in the database
(in this case, it's game 620129, position 11), using the "Copy position" button and then
performing the search using that position, it finds the correct game.
So the setting for "Last" is important in the "Filter Games" dialog box,
it needs more explanation. Also, the "Copy board" button under the "Position" tab of
the "Filter List" menu is improperly named, it should be "Paste position" because the
position is not necessarily from the DGT eBoard, it's just using whatever chess position
happens to be stored in the clipboard.
Update: I found that the search works properly when right-clicking on the board image
and selecting the "Find Position in Mega Database 2016..." menu item, because when
searching that way it automatically sets the "Last" value to 300 (but another bug
is that this menu item vanishes if you create a database of your own, leaving you with only
the "Find Position in Big Database 2014..." menu item corresponding to the Shift+F7 shortcut).

Severe bugs:

  - After endgame tablebases are installed, setting up an
  endgame position and clicking the Deep Analysis button causes
  the ChessBase 13 to hang, whereas Fritz 15 works OK and immediately
  shows the moves to mate.

Slight bugs which reflect a lack of attention from the developer.

  - The CPU meter in the bottom-right of the window is showing 100% most of the time,
  even when the program is not performing any analysis.

  - When double-clicking to open a game in a new window,
  the notation section is sometimes randomly empty.
  Repeating the same action, the notation section may be populated.

  - The tooltip for the "File" menu still says "Application Menu"
  (it had this name in the past, but they forgot to update the tooltip,
  and also many occurrences of "application menu" in the manual itself).
  The "File" menu is modal: the "New" will offer either "Board Window"
  or "Database" depending on where you invoke it from, which is confusing.

  - The game number (the unique database index of the game) is not shown
  in the title of the window when that game is open, nor can it be used as a
  search criteria (as far as I can tell). This approach is bizarre for a database
  program, normally the unique primary key would be a convenient way to
  quickly get back to a specific database record. There doesn't appear to be
  any way to mark specific games that you've studied as your "favorites".
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  - The "Help" tab's tempting-looking blue "Support Website" button (with a nice
  big question mark in it) lands up on the following page, which clearly needs some
  support itself as it only gives the following error: "Server Error in '\/' Application."
  http:\/\/support.chessbase.com\/?Name=ChessBase%2013
  It should instead redirect (or be updated to refer to) their new support site:
  https:\/\/en.chessbase.com\/pages\/support. Pretty good game while your sleeping or not doing anything else. Does what it
says.... It idles. thats it...
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